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Ambulatory Surgery Center

- Operating Room (ASC) record is created automatically when surgery is scheduled
- Procedure and surgeon-specific preference card is automatically generated for operating room prep
- Operating Room record allows verification of actual supply usage and when quantities used are verified will update supplies inventory
- Record includes primary surgeon's fee, Operating Room fee (by time), Anesthesia Fee (by time) and assisting surgeons' fees
- Use CosmetiSuite's form filling feature to fill Operating Room forms such as “Circulating Record”, “Post Anesthesia Recovery Record”
- For insurance cases, “Generate Super Bill” button will create proper charges, including revenue codes, as needed for either UB04 or CMS1500, as required by insurance carriers

Photo Management

- Attach unlimited photos for each patient as an integral part of their record
- Expand and print individual photos, or combine and print up to 4 at a time for comparison
- Tag photos for View, Series, Date, Provider, and Procedure--all searchable fields
- Use Photo Query to locate photos that match selected criteria, then select photos for export to publications, studies or for marketing efforts
- Select a photo for patient visit notes header
- Insert a patient photo into a visit note body
- Use photos to enhance system letters to referring doctors and insurance

Healthcare Portal

- Access healthcare homepage anywhere using a secure internet connection
- Advance health care at home through patient self-education
- Check current statement and access all outstanding balances
- Customize the portal according to patient’s preferred content and layout
- View prescriptions and send prescription refill request
- Automate the entire registration process

IMSGo™ Hand-Held Access

- Available for iPad, iPhone, and Android mobile platforms
- View and schedule patient appointments
- Complete access to patient health information
- Access Check In/Check Out and record patient vitals
- View and update documents, visit note details, and reminders
- Visit Note access for medication, lab orders, immunotherapy, and others

Patient App

- Available for iPad, iPhone, and Android mobile platforms
- Request an appointment
- View prescriptions and send prescription refill request
- Send and receive messages from the provider
- Access and update personal information and other documents
- Check patient billing statement and pay bills online
- Generate barcoded patient ID
Point of Sale with Inventory Control

- Invoice charges and payments are automatically posted to the patient’s ledger
- Inventory control with reorder level reminders
- Auto-generate POS invoices from scheduled POS services
- Scan Bar Codes or quick select items from Best Sellers, Product Categories, Packages or Treatment Series lists
- Walk-in and Web sales supported
- System reports include purchase and sales transaction history to reflect detailed inventory activity and counts

Integrated Quoting System

- Easily create fully customizable quotes from pre-defined templates
- Print or email professional quote documents and pre-surgery consents
- Schedule surgery and pre op directly from a quote
- Link deposits and payments to a quote and monitor balance from the quote screen
- Quoted dollars feed directly to Referral Activity, Conversion and productivity reports
- Once surgery is completed, charges are created directly from the quote for accurate one-click posting

Marketing Tools

- Easily gather information from contacts and create a list of referral sources
- Optimize marketing potential with query screens and reports
- Send custom letters or emails to target groups
- Create follow-up actions and assign tasks for recommended repeat treatments
- Use built-in tools for patient tracking and management

Electronic Prescription for Controlled Substances

- DEA certified and HIPAA compliant
- Surescripts certified
- Unique One Time Password (OTP) hardware for each provider
- Easy identity proofing process within ClientConnect portal
- Audit-ready with logs and reports
- Integrated with the e-prescribing workflow in CosmetiSuite
- Add digital signature when submitting prescriptions

Patient Milestones™

- Create specific treatment plans with Milestone check points
- As new appointments are made, CosmetiSuite automatically creates a list of patients with their milestone information
- Generate information packets at each Milestone in the patient’s treatment plan
- Customize information packets by procedure and provider
- Send packets via email or postal email based on patient preference
- Patients receive needed information and forms at each stage of their treatment
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